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The business challenge 

and solution



ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES

Rising 

prevalence 

of chronic 

diseases

GLOBAL TRENDS

More 

convenience

PATIENT EXPECTATIONS

Growing 

and aging 

population
Workforce 

shortages

Greater 

transparency

Greater 

access
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Global trends show an increasing demand for healthcare
Exposing gaps that lead to mounting pressures
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Accelerating to fill the gap, 

our caregivers are running on empty

Everyday frustrations fuel clinical dissatisfaction…

For every hour clinicians spend 

with patients, they spend nearly 

two hours documenting4

1 Source: Nurse Innovation: Saving the Future of Healthcare | Rebecca Love | 

TEDxBeaconStreet, 2018
2 Source: GE Healthcare, 2012
3 Source: The Physicians Foundation, 2018 survey of America's physicians: 

Practice patterns & perspectives, September 2018 
4 American Medical Association: Annals of Internal Medicine, 2016

Nurses create 27 

workarounds each shift1

Nurses spend 21 minutes per 

shift hunting down equipment2

80% of physicians are at 

capacity or overextended3

Increased 

medical errors

…with concerning results:

Tasks left undone

Patient 

dissatisfaction

High turnover 

rates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPBcRW8NQPY&t=324s
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Your clinical staff needs a force multiplier

The right mobile device 

empowers nurses to see 

more patients during each 

shift by automating tasks 

and providing real-time 

actionable intelligence in 

situations when every 

second counts

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Better ways to 

communicate and 

collaborate with 

colleagues

Real-time access 

to mission-critical 

information for 

faster, more 

informed decisions

Easier ways to comply 

with regulations

More time with 

patients, less time 

with paperwork 

and administration

Ability to verify 

the “5 rights” of 

medication 

administration at 

the patient’s bedside



The ultimate feature set for the 

ultimate in quality of care
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THETC52X-HC 
SERIES

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S

Introducing

Healthcare Mobile Computers

TC52ax-HC

TC52x-HC



The TC52X-HC Series is purpose-built to reduce the risk of 

infections, increase patient safety and improve workforce efficiency 

Infection control 

Disinfectant-ready to meet the

highest standards; helps prevent 

the spread of healthcare associated 

infections (HAIs)

Unmatched reliability

Dependably superior wireless 

connectivity and best-in-class 

barcode scanning minimize the 

need for staff workarounds that 

can lead to dangerous errors

Easy IT management

Increase management, control

and visibility with Mobility DNA

software tools

Greater investment 

protection

Rugged design is built for around-the-

clock use; longer product and security 

lifecycle than consumer smartphones

Enhanced 

collaboration

PBX calls, PTT inside and outside 

the four walls, secure text messaging; 

mobile alarms and alerts

Around-the-clock 

operation

Hot-swappable batteries and full-shift 

battery performance mean staff are 

equipped 24/7 
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Everything you need to give your 

patients the highest quality care



TC51-HC

June 2017 

Highly successful 

and proven platform

TC52-HC

June 2019 

Introduced key improvements 

including:

• SD660 chipset 

• New audio grill design

• Expanded list of disinfectants

• Better audio

TC52x-HC

January 2021

Offers the longest lifecycle 

with support and drives 

further performance 

improvements including:

• Hot swap battery

• Faster processor

• Enhanced camera

• Better scanner

• Full HD display  

• Red Healthcare 

Alert button 

TC52ax-HC

December 2021

Offers all the 

advancements of 

the TC52x-HC, plus:

• Wi-Fi 6 support for 

increased Wi-Fi 

performance and 

capacity

• 64 GB Flash for 

maximum application 

performance

• New healthcare 

blue color
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Building on Zebra’s most popular 

and proven healthcare 

form factor



Wi-Fi 6/802.11ax

• Count on the fastest connections: Wi-Fi 6 

delivers greater bandwidth, more capacity 

and reduced latency

• Future proof your network with the capacity 

to support more devices, more traffic and 

more connections 

64 GB UFS Flash

• Double the Flash memory for enhanced 

application performance 

Future proof your 

healthcare mobile 

computer investment with 

the TC52ax-HC Series
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Enhance accuracy and 

quality of patient care

• Positive patient ID

• Specimen collection

• Medication administration

• Blood transfusion 

administration

• Breast milk management

Increase operational 

efficiency

• Facilities and asset 

administration

• Lab administration

Increase staff productivity 

and collaboration 

• Staff communications: 

PBX calls, PTT inside and 

outside the four walls, 

secure text messaging 

• Mobile alarms and alerts

Benefits of the TC52X-HC Series

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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Key features
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The ultimate data capture experience 



Full HD 5-inch display 

with capacitive touch 
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600 nit display is easy to 

read, even in bright light

Gorilla Glass helps 

protect against damage 

and scratches 

Full HD display provides 

better detail for viewing 

instructions, patient 

records, photos and more

Touch operation works 

when wet, even with a 

latex glove or stylus

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S



Zebra’s proprietary PRZM Intelligent Imaging technology and advanced SE4720 scan 

engine with white illumination and green aimer ensure fast and flawless scanning

Ultimate scanning performance 
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Extraordinary working range

Capture barcodes up to 24 in./60 cm away

Exceptional motion tolerance

Global shutter provides better motion tolerance for easier, 

faster and more accurate scanning 

Capture barcodes in any condition

Damaged, dirty, scratched or poorly printed

Omnidirectional scanning

Clinicians never need to align the scanner and barcode

Larger sweet spot

Makes scanning even easier for point-and-shoot simplicity 

and easily capture large barcodes
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Scan whatever 

barcodes come 

your way

Instantly capture the many 

kinds of barcodes used in 

hospitals including barcodes 

on patient wristbands, 

medication vials, IV bags, 

blood bags and more

White illumination 

with green aiming dot 

is easy on the eyes

White and green light is 

easier on the eyes of infants 

with underdeveloped blink 

reflexes than red light, making 

it safe for use in the NICU, 

mother-baby units and labor 

delivery; reduces the 

likelihood of triggering PTSD 

episodes in some patients

Read color-coded 

specimen trays

White illumination can 

read barcodes on color-

coded specimen trays 

and biopsy cassettes

Easily capture UDI 

and blood bag 

information

Simply scan all the 

barcodes on medical device 

packaging and blood bags, 

and TC52X-HC Series 

devices automatically identify 

and capture the data that 

your application needs

Optimized for 

clinical applications
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Advanced technology for better photos

Whether staff needs to document a patient wound or the 

condition of medical equipment, the TC52X-HC Series 

makes it easy to get the high-quality photos you need

Better low 

light performance

Flash is optimized to 

make it easier than 

ever to take high 

quality photos in 

any lighting condition

Phase Detection 

Autofocus (PDAF)

Faster and more 

accurate autofocus 

than classic contrast 

detection for the 

sharpest and 

clearest photos

High resolution 

front and back 

cameras

13 MP rear and 5 MP 

front; provides the 

resolution needed for 

highly detailed photos 

and video calls
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The ultimate in communication options
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When a patient falls or a healthcare worker is in danger, 

every second counts…the easily accessible red alert button 

can be used to call help instantly

Healthcare Alert button for rapid 
response to emergencies

Launch an app 

or call security

The programmable 

red alert button can 

be configured to 

launch an 

application or call 

the security desk

Easy to 

configure

Your preferred 

actions can be easily 

configured with 

Zebra’s 

complimentary 

StageNow tool

Prevent 

accidental alerts

A specific sequence 

(short press, 

followed by long 

press) activates the 

Alert button

19



Workforce Connect Push-to-Talk Express

• Enable walkie-talkie style communications over Wi-Fi

• Easy to deploy — no server or PBX integration required

• Group calls with group/private response

• Support up to 32 talk groups

• Connect everyone with any PTT Express-enabled Zebra mobile device

Connect everyone with 

Workforce Connect…

The most powerful family 

of ready-to-use optional 

Push-to-Talk voice solutions

Workforce Connect Push-to-Talk Pro

• Low-cost subscription to enable instant PTT over Wi-Fi and cellular

• 1-to-1 and group calls

• See user presence: available, busy, offline and more

• Integrate your two-way radios

• Secure text messaging: 1-1 and group

• Web-based easy-to-use management portal

• Improve collaboration with advanced PTT features

20
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Workforce Connect Voice 
Fully-featured mobile PBX handset functionality 
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• Enables clinicians to answer incoming PBX calls right 

on the TC52x-HC or TC52ax-HC

• Route calls to the right person no matter where they are

• Works with a Bluetooth or corded headset, ensuring privacy 

for all callers

• Easy to configure

• Simplify even the most complex functionality to virtually 

eliminate training

• Powerful Profile Manager defines features, applications and 

more based on log-in credentials for easy device sharing

Keep staff connected to 

co-workers and more



Front-facing camera for 

Telehealth
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Provide care in a convenient, 

safe and accessible way…

Remote 

triage

Virtual visits 

for non-

urgent issues

Virtual 

follow-ups

Remote 

patient 

monitoring

And more… 

Be ready for virtual care applications 

today and tomorrow with the 5 MP 

front-facing camera 



With the TC52X-HC Series’ advanced audio 

technology, callers on both ends of the call will hear 

every word — regardless of background noise

Three microphones 

Advanced noise cancelling algorithms 

Front facing speaker that delivers up to 

108 DB SPL (louder than a passing 

subway train!)

Innovative clog-resistant audio 

grills protect audio quality 

Highest quality voice 

for crystal clear calls

23
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The ultimate purpose-built platform for healthcare



Hot swappable batteries

Easily change batteries whenever 

needed — there’s no need to put the 

device in suspend mode, close apps, 

or power it down 

Fast charging support

Less downtime; batteries are charged 

(from 0 to 90%) in two hours! 

Smart batteries and 

management tools 

Complimentary PowerPrecision Console 

lets you easily manage battery health to 

make sure every battery in your pool can 

hold a full charge

Up to 14 hours on a 

single charge

≥ 4150 mAh PowerPrecision+ battery 

delivers plenty of power for the longest 

shifts — up to 14 hours* 

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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* Based on typical usage profiles

Maximize productivity with hot swappable batteries and full-shift power

The most powerful battery technology

Advanced device tracking 

with optional BLE battery 

A BLE Beacon battery option enables 

devices to be found even if they are 

turned off or the battery is dead 



Best-in-class disinfectant-ready design

Supports the widest 

selection of disinfectants 

in the industry

Withstands regular cleaning 

with over 30 disinfectants

Fewer places for 

germs to hide

Smoother, cleanable surface 

with fewer holes, seams and 

crevices; screw holes are 

covered

Zebra leads the way

Zebra introduced the first EDA 

with medical grade plastics 

and design

Purpose-built design 

Microphones, audio grills and 

more have been carefully 

designed to reduce the impact 

of cleansers and touchpoints

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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Protect your workers and patients with a purpose-

built medical design from the industry leader



More than 30 supported cleaning 
and disinfectant agents

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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0.5-3.0% Hydrogen Peroxide solution Diversey Dimension 256 Neutral Disinfectant Cleaner PDI Sani-Cloth Plus Germicidal Disposable Cloth

10:1 Diluted 5.5% Sodium Hypochlorite solution Diversey Oxivir Tb Wipes PDI Super Sani-Cloth Germicidal Wipe

70-91% Isopropyl Alcohol solution Diversey Virex II 256 One-Step Disinfectant Cleaner Progressive Products Wipes Plus

Azowipe Medipal Alcohol Wipes Sani Professional Disinfecting Multi-Surface Wipes

Brulin BruTab 6S Tablets* Metrex CaviCide Sani-Hands® Instant Hand Sanitizing Wipes

Clinell Universal Sanitizing Wipes Metrex CaviCide1
SC Johnson Windex Original Glass Cleaner 

with Ammonia-D

Clorox Dispatch Hospital Cleaner Disinfectant 

Towels with Bleach*
Metrex CaviWipes Spartan Hepacide Quat II

Clorox Formula 409 Glass and Surface Cleaner Metrex CaviWipes1 Sterets Alcowipe

Clorox Healthcare Bleach Germicidal Wipes* PDI Easy Screen® Cleaning Wipe Steris Coverage Plus Germicidal Surface Wipes

Clorox Healthcare Hydrogen Peroxide Wipes PDI Sani-Cloth AF3 Germicidal Disposable Wipe Veridien Viraguard

Clorox Healthcare Multi-Surface Quat Alcohol Wipes PDI Sani-Cloth Bleach Germicidal Disposable Wipe*

Diversey D10 Concentrate Detergent Sanitizer PDI Sani-Cloth HB Sani-Germicidal Disposable Wipe

* Not for use on cradles
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Fastest Wi-Fi with greatest 

capacity and low latency

Wi-Fi 6/802.11ax 
(TC52ax-HC only)
Provides unmatched wireless performance 

with greater bandwidth, more capacity and 

reduced latency 

2x2 MU-MIMO
Enables access points to communicate 

simultaneously with multiple mobile devices

Beamforming
Get faster and more reliable connections

802.11mc
Enables more accurate indoor locationing –

deliver step-by-step directions for the most 

efficient path to complete a task

GREATER RANGE

GREATER SPEED

LESS POWER

BETTER LOCATIONING
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A superior 
audio grill 
design

Innovative clog-resistant audio 

grill prevents debris and 

disinfectants from entering the 

receiver, protecting audio quality

Increased hole diameter and 

hole area on both receiver 

and speaker grills

Raised rib around 

the speaker grill

Raised rib and ‘moat-like’ 

channel around receiver grill 

help prevent debris collection 

Reduced number of 

through holes on both 

receiver and speaker grills

Receiver grill is molded 

directly into the housing, 

eliminating adhesive



Exclusive LifeGuard™

for Android™

Provides security patches that 

keep devices secure every 

day they are in service

No-touch over-the-air updates 

enable effortless security

Complete control over 

GMS services

Easily control which Google 

Mobile Services (GMS) are 

available on your devices; 

increase the security and 

privacy of your company data

Superior roadmap 

and future-proofing

All TC52X-HC Series 

models are upgradeable 

to Android 14

TC52ax-HC shipping 

with Android 11  

Exclusive Mobility 

Extensions (Mx)

Provides over a hundred 

features you can activate to 

improve the security, data 

capture support, wireless 

connectivity and device 

manageability 

Unparalleled Android leadership 

For over a decade, Zebra continues to set the pace when it comes to Android-based 

technology, innovations and achievements. Here’s what it means for the TC52X-HC Series:  

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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Power the most demanding 
healthcare applications …
today and tomorrow

Run all your 

healthcare 

applications

• EHR apps from 

Cerner and Epic

• Voice, video and 

messaging solutions

• Medication 

administration, 

specimen tracking

• And many more

Powerful Qualcomm 

SD660 architecture

• Most powerful platform 

in this class

• Blazing fast application 

performance 

• 2.45 GHz processor

• 4GB RAM

Faster UFS 

Flash memory 

• UFS Flash improves 

read/write performance 

and speeds

• TC52ax-HC: 64GB UFS

• TC52x-HC: 32GB UFS

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S



Turn TC52X-HC Series devices into 

mobile-driven workstations

+

ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES

• Simply insert the TC52x-HC or TC52ax-HC device into a compatible cradle for a true desktop 

experience complete with a large monitor, mouse, keyboard, scanner and more

• Switching back to mobile computer mode is as easy as lifting the device from the cradle

• Enables seamless workflows that allow clinicians to choose the right mode for the 

moment: mobile or desktop  

• Reduce costs – replace traditional hard-wired workstations
32



The Workstation Connect difference 
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Create the perfect workstation

• Large monitor – easy viewing of 

information rich applications

• Easy data entry – add touch, mouse 

and keyboard

• Audio for multimedia content –

speaker and headphones

• Supports PTT and PBX calls through 

Zebra’s Workforce Connect solutions

• Add a printer, handheld scanner and 

other peripherals 

Instant full desktop experience

• Workstation Connect offers a more 

advanced solution for greater 

flexibility and productivity

• User Interface takes advantage of 

the full monitor real estate

• Users can work on different 

applications on the mobile device 

and desktop simultaneously

• Users can resize windows and open 

multiple apps in multiple windows 

Built for the enterprise 

• Supports native Android, 

web-based apps, virtual desktops 

and more 

• Easy and intuitive user interface 

with shortcuts, task bars and more

• Powerful admin features to control 

what workers see and can access
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Unibody 

design

Provides 

extra impact 

protection

Survives 4 ft./1.2 m drops 

to tile over concrete 

Drop tests are performed 

across the entire operating 

temperature range

IP65 sealing

Dust tight and 

survives jets on 

every surface at 

close range

Survives 500 

1.6 ft./0.5 m 

tumbles

Our punishing 

tumble test 

simulates real-

world tumbling that 

happens after a fall

Tempered glass 

screen protector 

accessory

Additional protection 

for the touch screen

Corning® Gorilla®

Glass touch panel 

and imager window

Fortifies two of the 

most vulnerable 

device elements 

with best-in-class 

scratch and shatter 

resistant glass

While the TC52X-HC Series looks a 
smartphone, it is built to handle 
all-day everyday clinical use

Rugged and ready for 

the toughest shifts
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Maximize productivity with healthcare accessories

Single slot 

charge/comm 

ShareCradle

Charges 

and allows 

communication 

to one device

4-slot

battery charger

Make sure fully-charged 

batteries are ready for the 

start of every shift

Workstation docking 

cradle

Easily connect a monitor, 

keyboard, mouse and 

more to TC52X-HC 

Series devices

New 

healthcare 

clip

Rotating hinge 

for easy 

access to 

battery;

disinfectant-

ready plastic

New healthcare 

hand strap

Silicone hand 

strap; disinfectant-

ready; easy to

hold and carry; 

full access 

to battery 

Mesh tipped 

metal stylus 

Stainless steel and brass; 

works when wet; real pen 

feeling with a smooth 

glide!

2-slot cradle

Charges one TC52X-HC 

Series device and one 

spare battery 

simultaneously 

(available in black only) 

ShareCradle

Same charging cradle 

accommodates 

TC51-HC, TC52-HC,

TC52x-HC, TC52ax-HC, 

TC2X-HC and other Zebra 

mobile devices

With full backward 

compatibility with 

TC5X-HC family 

accessories, you 

can cost-effectively 

upgrade to the 

latest technology

New 20-slot

battery charger

Reduced footprint –

charge 20 batteries in 

a single cradle/power 

supply
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Speed up data entry with a 

customizable dictionary of medical terms

With a standard smartphone dictionary
With the TC52X-HC Series’ 

customizable dictionary

X
Auto-fill/complete shortcuts won’t recognize 

medical terms and acronyms

Clinical staff needs to spell out medical terms 

and other words

More opportunity for error

Upload a custom dictionary complete with 

all your medical terms and acronyms

Staff can easily use auto-fill and 

auto-complete

More accurate and efficient data 

entry and text messaging

X

X



Advanced tracking technology 

Optional BLE Beacon battery allows users to easily locate missing 

devices – even if devices have been turned off or the battery is dead*

Easy-to-deploy

Cloud-based service — there’s no infrastructure to purchase, 

deploy and manage

Grows with your organization

Supports up to 100,000 devices at up to 5,000 sites

Improve accountability

Track who has signed out each device, device status and location 

in your facility 

…Maximizing device availability, staff productivity and your return on investment

Device Tracker
Track and find your devices —

even if the battery is dead...

37
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* The ability to locate a device when the battery is dead requires optional BLE battery and the latest version of Device Tracker. 

Radiology
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FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic 
modules keep patient data safe and 
secure — for data in motion and at rest

Meet HIPAA, Government and other 

healthcare security regulations

TAA (Trade Act Agreement) compliant
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Unmatched Total Benefits of Ownership (TBO)



The power of a common platform

40
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Get the freedom to choose the right device for each workgroup, 

without complicating your mobility strategy

The TC52x-HC and TC52ax-HC share the same platform as Zebra’s other ‘ultimate’ series devices —

from the advanced processor to the Wi-Fi radios, Bluetooth version, software, applications and more

TC21-HC/TC26-HC

Clinical and 

non-clinical 

healthcare 

workers

TC26-HC

Physicians and mobile 

staff who need cellular 

Applications are supported across devices, allowing you to leverage your existing 

application investments, without much — if any change 

TC52ax-HC, TC52x-HC 

and TC52-HC

Nurses and 

patient-facing 

clinical 

workers
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Available for sale 

for four years

Guaranteed to be available for 

sale for four years — unlike 

the typical 18 months for 

consumer devices

Ensures that you can 

purchase the same device 

for new staff down 

the road

Eliminates the complexities of 

mixed model deployments that 

add costs for training users 

and support staff and 

application development

Eight years of 

available support

Support is available for the 

four years the device is 

for sale, as well as for 

four additional years post 

end-of-sale

Ensures technical support for 

your devices, every day they 

are in service

No risk of forced early device 

retirement due to lack of 

service

“If its broken, we fix it” 

comprehensive Zebra 

OneCare service

The industry’s gold standard 

for device support

Covers it all — including 

accidental damage and 

everyday wear and tear —

and much more

Keeps your devices 

looking and performing like 

new, year in and year out

4 YEARS 8 YEARS
Zebra

OneCare

Multi-year deployment and support
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Mobility DNA™

Your healthcare mobile 

computer’s built-in advantage

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S



Zebra Mobility DNA is a suite of built-in 

software capabilities packed with 

applications, utilities and tools that maximize 

your Zebra device performance throughout 

every stage of its lifecycle.

Mobility DNA draws on decades of R&D and 

thousands of use cases, helping to raise 

productivity, and accelerate greater business 

outcomes to deliver full lifecycle exceptional 

experiences for every kind of user.
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Mobility DNA

Your healthcare 

mobile computers’

built-in advantage

43
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Mobility

DNA

Manage
Greater visibility and reduced complexity of managing 

your devices lifecycle, minimizing downtime and 

lowering your Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

• Centrally manage devices in multiple locations

• Features to take advantage of Zebra device 

capabilities

• Resolve software and network issues faster

DevOps, Network Admin,
Support Technician

Optimize
Increase the output of your workforce, driving 

greater job performance     

• Ensure reliable and consistent connectivity

• Reduce disruptions and distractions

• Increased end-user productivity

Frontline Workers, Operations Manager, 
Site Supervisor, Associate Manager

Integrate
Effortlessly integrate line of business applications to 

enhance the mobile user’s experience

• Write it once; run it on multiple platforms

• Add advanced enterprise features

• Leverage Zebra APIs and sample code

CIO, Developer Manager 
(IT, ISV, SW vendor)

Deploy
Rapidly stage devices to earn the benefits of your 

investment sooner

• Automate staging and enrollment

• Flexible staging options (scan, NFC, USB, 

etc.)

• Provision devices for different network 

environments

DevOps, Network Admin

Secure
Greater device protection against a world of security threats, 

reducing your risk and extending the lifespan of your device

• Get up to 10 years of timely, security updates

• Control and schedule device updates to meet your 

business requirements 

• Prevent operational disruptions and protect workforce 

productivity by customizing user views/access on device

Security Manager, 
Database Admin

Zebra Mobility DNA

Your mobile computers’ built-in advantage
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Integrate

Enterprise Mobility Development Tool Kit

• Take full advantage of your device’s capabilities

Enterprise Browser

• Build feature-rich web applications

DataWedge

• Easily create custom profiles enabling faster data capture needs 

across workflows

Zebra Mobility DNA Your mobile computers’ built-in advantage

Secure

LifeGuard™ for Android™

• Extend OS security support for up to 10 years

Enterprise Home Screen

• Specify apps users can access, disable device features and

automatically launch apps

5

Deploy

StageNow

• Stage thousands of devices with a scan of a barcode or a 

tap of an NFC tag

Zebra Zero-Touch

• Pre-configure the devices you purchase; out of the box, 

they’ll provision themselves for faster deployment

45
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Zebra Mobility DNA Your mobile computers’ built-in advantage

Mobility Extensions (Mx)

• Add extra layers of features and services crucial to protecting business 

data and network access

OEMConfig (Mx)

• Software application providing a unified interface for all Zebra value-added 

APIs via the customer’s EMM

Manage

Device Diagnostics Tool

• Test major systems to eliminate unnecessary repair-depot trips

Device Tracker

• Easily track and find lost or missing Zebra mobile devices

Wireless (Analyzer)

• Capture and analyze wireless data and voice to improve connectivity 

performance 

Wireless (Fusion)

• Ensure a dependable and superior Wi-Fi experience

RxLogger

• Capture system and application logs to identify problems and avoid 

sending no-failure-found devices for repair

GMS Restricted Mode

• Turn off the Google Mobile Services you don’t want  
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Optimize

Device Central

• Manage Bluetooth accessories

All-touch Terminal Emulation

• Convert legacy, green screens into an all-touch, modern UX

Terminal Emulation Lite

• Give users a modern touch interface with either automatic, 

predictive reformatting or a customized UX

Enterprise Keyboard

• Enable fast, accurate alphanumeric entry 

Next Gen SimulScan

• Effortlessly capture the right barcodes (up to 100 barcodes 

at the same time)

Zebra Mobility DNA Your mobile computers’ built-in advantage
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Services



You count on your healthcare mobile computers to boost accuracy and efficiency in your workflows. Ensure 

predictable performance, support for critical operations and improved business outcomes while eliminating 

unbudgeted repair expenses. 
BENEFITS

• Enhanced support 

beyond standard 

warranty coverage

• Genuine Zebra  

expertise and parts 

maximize device 

uptime – ensure your 

device is back to 

Zebra’s manufacturing 

specifications

• Outstanding value –

eliminates unexpected

repair costs with a 

planned maintenance 

plan

• Let Zebra handle support, 

while you focus on your 

strategic initiatives 

Zebra OneCare™ Maintenance Plans
Choose the Plan that Meets Your Business Urgency
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Feature
Zebra OneCare Essential

Core assurance  

Zebra OneCare Select

Maximum protection 

Live-agent support Mon–Fri, 8–5 local time 24/7

Repair turnaround time 3-day repair turnarounds
‘Like-new” replacement device ships for 

next business day delivery 

Accidental damage covered 

OS software updates

LifeGuard™ for Android™ security updates 

Cloud-based visibility into repair, case 

reports and more with VisibilityIQ OneCare 

Spares pool management

Commissioning Service 
Option to include Standard or 

Advanced Commissioning

Standard Commissioning included,

option to add Advanced Commissioning

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S



Battery Services

• Battery Maintenance

• Tests batteries and replaces those that cannot reach a minimum 80% 

charge during testing

• Battery Refresh 

• Consolidated shipment of replacement batteries at a 

predetermined time

• Month 18 for a 3-year plan

• Months 18 and 36 for a 5-year plan
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Flexible enhancements to fit your business needs. 
Tailor your plan even further by planning for battery replacements, expediting logistics and shipping 

and commissioning devices with the right software and application versions.

Commissioning Services

• Standard Commissioning Service provides an “out of box, ready to use” 

experience with the repaired or replaced device pre-loaded with OS version, 

customer SW, applications and configurations.

• Advanced Commissioning addresses more complex operational and 

configuration requirements over and above what is provided with ‘Standard 

Commissioning. 

VisibilityIQ™ Foresight

• This business intelligence service transforms device data into actionable 

insights in a single, cloud- based, color-coded view. Available whether for use 

with an EMM or without.

• Predictive intelligence helps operational staff anticipate recurring events and 

catch potential problems before they affect the bottom line

• Realize increased workforce productivity, operational efficiency and ROI by 

optimizing device availability and maximizing asset utilization 

Enhanced Shipping Logistics

• Expedited Collections Option- pre-paid shipping labels and to schedule 

carrier pick up using the Zebra RMA portal

• Expedited 2-Way Shipping Option - Express shipping of devices into Zebra’s 

Repair Center and provides Express return shipping of the repaired devices 

from Zebra’s Service Center back to the Customer 

Zebra OneCare™ Enhancements

Z E B R A  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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Why Zebra



Zebra Healthcare 

Solutions are Used 

in Major Hospitals 

Across the Globe

50 Years of Technology Innovation

Has Taught Us a Thing or Two

So, what got us 

in the door?

• Our reputation as a leader in integrated technology, interoperability and 

outstanding customer service   

• The earned trust and confidence of many of healthcare’s key technology players

• Interoperability with more than 30 leading applications — at all levels, software, 

independent software vendors and electronic health records partners 

• Backed with 21 proprietary software products to facilitate information flow

• Leveraging talent from within the healthcare industry to form a Healthcare 

Customer Advisory Board   

• Specialized Healthcare Partner Program combining an ecosystem of advisors 

and partners who speak your language

• A commitment to future-proof your investment along with our desire to be on the 

cutting edge of technology — it’s why we invest heavily in R&D 

• Recipient of several global healthcare tech awards  

ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES
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Only Zebra offers a deep understanding 
of software and industry needs
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We have committed to 

Android since 2011
We are the undisputed leader 

in enterprise Android: 57% 
market share in 2020, with 

31 Android-based products

We have invested more than $300 
million in Mobility DNA and refined 

it through multiple OS versions and 

thousands of deployments

We added important 

enterprise security, device 
management, application 
management and data 
capture features

No other vendor offers such 

a comprehensive 
ecosystem of software to 

support rugged Android 

devices in the enterprise 



Sources: VDC Research and Zebra analysis (f#1 market share), Gartner, Inc., "Magic Quadrant Indoor Location Services, 

Global," Tim Zimmerman, Annette Zimmermann, 13 January 2020 (Leader Status Status)

$4.5B 
Global Sales

Extensive Reach
Scalable to meet any

enterprise demands

128+ Offices 

in 42 Countries

5,300+ US and ITL 

Patents Issued and Pending

8,800+ 
Employees Worldwide

10,000+ Channel 

Partners in Over 100 Countries

$453M+ R&D*

*10% of Sales

Our People 
Make the Difference

Channel 
Accolades

Leader Status
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Indoor 

Location Services — Worldwide

Mobile RFID

Rugged 
Mobile Computing

Data Capture

Barcode Printing

#1

Why Zebra
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Thank You

ZEBRA and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Android is a trademark of 

Google LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2021 Zebra Technologies Corp. and/or its affiliates. 10/27/2021.
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